Open educational resources and developing countries: One critical view
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ABSTRACT: This paper examines the global socio-economic context of the emergence of open educational resources and their special role in the educational systems of the developing countries. The central place is reserved for the very idea of education, which is elaborated through a selection of criticisms and analyses of educational reforms and through questions of basic conditions, methods of teaching and expected results in education. Special attention is given to global poverty, that is, uneven global development, and in line with that to the increasingly aggressive reproduction of the existent socio-economic relations by means of uneven education. The consideration of these general conditions results in an inevitably sceptical and critical approach to the ideological, technological and pedagogical aspects of the initiatives that create and promote open educational resources.
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1 What are open educational resources?

Open educational resources (OER) are any type of educational materials that are in the public domain or are released with an open licence, and that can therefore be copied, used, adapted and re-shared freely and legally1.

---

In 2001 the Massachusetts Institute of Technology announced that it would be making all of its university courses freely accessible for non-commercial use, which led to the emergence of open courses. The term “open educational resources” was formally adopted in 2002 at the Forum on the Impact of Open Courseware for Higher Education in Developing Countries, convened by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).

In 2005 the Centre for Educational Research and Innovation (CERI) of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) began a twenty-month study on the purpose, content, quality and funding of OER (Hylén, 2006, 1). The final report was published in 2007, and its conclusion is that OER can significantly affect curricula, pedagogy and assessment in traditional institutions; teachers, who instead of being “sages on the stage” have already become “guides on the side”, will also lose their mediating role in providing learning materials. The need for assessment and recognition of competence acquired outside formal learning settings is likely to grow. Adapting to this, established institutions of higher education could have assessment as their primary goal instead of teaching (Center for Educational Research and Innovation, 2007, 125). The report presents these trends as inevitable and treats them pragmatically, not critically.

The 2012 Paris OER Declaration was adopted at the 2012 World OER Congress, held at the headquarters of UNESCO in Paris, and it recommends that governments, within their capabilities and powers:

1. foster awareness and use of OER;
2. facilitate enabling environments for use of information and communication technologies (ICT);
3. reinforce the development of strategies and policies in OER;
4. promote the understanding and use of open licensing frameworks;
5. support capacity building for the sustainable development of quality learning materials;
6. foster strategic alliances for open resources;
7. encourage the development and adaptation of OER in a variety of languages and cultural contexts;
8. encourage research on OER;
9. facilitate finding, retrieving and sharing of OER;
10. encourage the open licensing of educational materials produced with public funds.
2 The purpose of education

The question of the purpose of education is often overlooked in discussions about the necessary reforms and available resources in education. Can education be expected to bring about the development of personal potential and social consciousness? What is the basis of an authentic social contribution, and how important is the authenticity of one’s learning experience?

Creativity, individuality, social wealth and culture, as well as social awareness and responsibility, are central issues both in the contemporary critical pedagogy of capitalist societies and in socialist reforms implemented in the Soviet Union and elsewhere during the twentieth century.

Anton Makarenko, one of the founders of Soviet pedagogy, thought that the development of personality and character was the fundamental purpose of education, which therefore had to encompass all aspects of life. He pointed out that the full potential of individuals and collectives could be achieved only through respect and the understanding of individual and collective inclinations, abilities and needs. For that reason, fixed patterns could not be tolerated in education, and teaching resources had to be appropriate to the circumstances. Thanks to him, work, which had to be creative, collective and productive, was given an important place in education. Such work was to allow for personal expression, cooperation and the establishment of discipline, and the realisation of its social purpose - that is, its contribution to the economic strength of the society - would bring satisfaction, self-esteem and a sense of belonging (Makarenko, 1965).

The English professor and author Ken Robinson, an international adviser on education in the arts to governments, non-governmental organisations and educational and cultural institutions, notes four basic purposes of public education: economic development; the understanding of one’s own identity and the identity of others, as a condition for overcoming conflicts of cultures, traditions and world views; the development of social awareness and responsibility; and the development of personal inclinations and abilities.

OER represent fixed patterns, and as means of teaching they are appropriate to the particular circumstances of the educational systems in which they are created, and thus to the individual and collective inclinations, abilities and needs that exist within these circumstances and that these edu-

---

2 Ken Robinson. “How to change education: From the ground up”. YouTube video, 01:00-10:00 (24:02). A video recording of a lecture held at the Royal Society of Arts in London on 1 July 2013. Uploaded by “The RSA” 18 July 2013, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BEsZ0nyQzxQ
cational systems recognise. Furthermore, OER contribute primarily to the economic development of developed countries, and accordingly to the expansion of already dominant cultures and world views.

3 Global education

Globalisation is not only an economic and political but also a cultural process, which has a decisive influence on education. Criticism of the globalisation of education cannot be developed independently of the general criticism of globalisation as a comprehensive process that involves and encourages competition between unequals. The greatest economic powers, and the greatest advocates of globalisation, argue that competition is the main driver of development. The application of this idea to education has far-reaching and tragic consequences. Students compete for a place in schools and universities; schools and universities compete for financial support and survival. Curricula and the organisation of teaching and learning activities in developing countries are being adapted to global developmental needs, which are determined by the developed countries. Standardised tests and school rankings should provide equal criteria for success, whereas unequal local conditions and different local needs are being crudely neglected.

The implementation of the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) began in 2000, and now half a million fifteen-year-olds from 65 countries and local administrations participate in it. The 2014 OECD report on PISA shows that the socio-economic context is the main determinant of the success for the participating countries, and emphasises the importance not just of the overall funding of education but also of equal distribution of available resources, which achieves the same quality of education for all children (OECD, 2014). Critics of this programme, such as participants in the TV debate “Is schooling for all a realistic goal?”3 and the signatories of the letter to the main coordinator of the PISA programme, Andreas Schleicher (Meyer and Zahedi, 2014, i), point out that it does not take into account a whole range of skills that are essential for the development of children. According to them, it significantly narrows the concept of education, and success at this test does not reflect the real quality of a given educational
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system. Without disputing the importance of good results in mathematics and language, they refer to other important aspects of education, including creativity, self-confidence and the ability to interact. Additionally, the very practice of testing and ranking, although generally inevitable and present to some extent in all educational systems, represents a specific approach to education, which, depending on the stated objectives, can be more or less productive, but also extremely destructive. The enormous pressure on children of the countries successful at the PISA test causes serious damage to their health (Zhao, 2010), yet, in the global competition that the programme promotes, the educational systems of these countries are put forward as models of excellence (Zhao, 2014).

In 2001 the United States adopted the No Child Left Behind Act, which forced students, teachers and schools to compete against one another. Similar to that of PISA, the testing required by this act was of narrow focus and was not sufficiently adapted to the specific inclinations of children and to the specific circumstances of their upbringing, and it was conducted under a threat of closure for schools that failed to achieve an adequate success. Schools were required to guarantee that all children would acquire a prescribed minimum competence in reading, writing and mathematics, while programmes that did not directly contribute to this goal would lose support or be completely abolished (Leyva, 2009, 10). Although it is promoted as legislation aimed at helping disadvantaged children, many critics argue that the effects of its application are exactly the opposite. And this is what the children say about these tests:

“I just can’t handle it. I just can’t. Oh my, I’m so embarrassed”! “I have the whole world on my shoulders. This goes on my report card, then my college education, and that gets me a good job”. “My hands were sweaty. I almost started crying and I had a funny feeling in my stomach. I hope I never feel that way again, especially [because of] some test [in which] I can’t show the amazing work I did all year”. “Why judge them only on one test? Why not homework? How about how neat they write, how much they’ve improved throughout the year...” “This test doesn’t show the work you can do best, like writing, my favorite. Every day I grow stronger, but do you see that? No...” “I feel that we shouldn’t have to be nervous this young”.

---

Understanding the phenomenon of OER requires an examination not only of the technological circumstances of their conception, and the conditions and possibilities for their further development, but also of the socio-economic and ideological framework within which they are alternately promoted as a complement to the institutional programmes, a solution for the lack of institutional capacity and a radical challenge to the dominance of institutions (Knox, 2013, 4). Their emergence coincides with the first PISA test, with the No Child Left Behind Act in the United States and with the World Education Forum held in Dakar in 2000, which will be discussed in more detail below. All these initiatives are devoted to the increase of “human capital”\textsuperscript{5} (Kwon, 2009), instead of to the realisation of human potential, and to the education of a “globally competitive workforce” (Spellings, 2012), often to the detriment of the development of locally relevant competences.

In a capitalist society the educational system is subservient to the interests of capital, and its main purpose is the legitimisation and reproduction of existing social relations (Bukharin, 2001). The social value of education, as of any other social programme, loses importance, and one’s education becomes a question of one’s inclinations and personal benefit, which serves to explain the exclusion of the educational system from the domain of social organisation and responsibility. Everyone who expects to benefit from education is free to invest in it, in accordance with their expectations, but is also obliged to bear the risk of that investment. A preoccupation with their own ambitions and success leads students to competition at the expense of cooperation and a concern for the collective progress and learning environment (Leyva, 2009, 10) (Saunders, 2010, 23). OER rely on the self-initiative and self-directedness of their users, because they do not offer a dynamic learning environment that fosters the formation of a genuine collective. Despite this, they are promoted as the best educational resources: their creators are referred to as the best researchers and educators in their respective fields; their production and distribution involves the latest technologies, which are


unreservedly presumed to be the best; and their users are undoubtedly those who want the best for themselves\(^7\) (Knox, 2013, 4).

The great interest shown in OER is a reflection of the importance and influence of the institutions that create them, but it also opens the way for the further expansion of their intellectual domination. OER are created mostly by elite institutions of developed countries while all other institutions are easily reduced to passive users of available resources, contributing little or nothing to the global exchange and flow of knowledge. The status quo - the economic and technological superiority of elite institutions - is affirmed and strengthened in this way. With appropriate accreditations, this approach to education could make many traditional institutions redundant. It is not difficult to imagine that, while creating a short-term illusion of flexibility and cost-reduction, this trend could lead in the near future to the monopolisation of global education.

OER are still poorly defined, and one must be wary of possible obstacles to their free use. The formats that require proprietary software for access and modification as well as technically limited platforms for content distribution fundamentally restrict the usability of OER. OER rarely justify their name, given the confusion that exists regarding the appropriate open licence: they are often understood to be free educational resources that do not allow modification, which means that they cannot be translated into other languages and adapted to local contexts (Hoel, 2014) without appropriate permissions issued on request, as is the case with most massive open online courses (MOOC).

### 4 Global inequality

Providing basic education for all the children of the world by 2015 was one of the Millennium Development Goals of the United Nations. According to recent data, 263 million children aged six to seventeen do not attend school, with 93.3 million of those living in sub-Saharan Africa and 100.8 million in south Asia\(^8\). According to a report published by the United Nations in 2014,

---


125 million children lack the basic skills of reading and writing after four years of primary education, which calls into question the quality of teaching and teachers (UNESCO, 2014, i). The World Education Forum in Dakar in 2000 set six goals that were to be achieved by 2015 (UNESCO, 2000, 15–17):

1. expanding and improving comprehensive early childhood care and education, especially for the most vulnerable and disadvantaged children;
2. ensuring that by 2015 all children, particularly girls, children in difficult circumstances and those belonging to ethnic minorities, have access to and complete free and compulsory primary education of good quality;
3. ensuring that the learning needs of all young people and adults are met through equitable access to appropriate learning and life skills programmes;
4. achieving a 50 per cent improvement in levels of adult literacy by 2015, especially for women, and equitable access to basic and continuing education for all adults;
5. eliminating gender disparities in primary and secondary education by 2005, and achieving gender equality in education by 2015, with a focus on ensuring girls’ full and equal access to and achievement in basic education of good quality;
6. improving every aspect of the quality of education, and ensuring their excellence so that recognised and measurable learning outcomes are achieved by all, especially in literacy, numeracy and essential life skills.

UNESCO warns that these goals cannot be achieved without a significant change in the approach of states to the provision of education. Lack of political will at the national level is accompanied by a lack of political will on the part of the international community. When these goals were set it was agreed that every country with a plan would have the resources for the realisation of that plan, which has not happened in practice.

Globally, the number of out-of-school children in conflict zones has reached 61.9 million in 2016. The number of Syrian children not attending school, whether they are in war-torn Syria or in exile, is at the moment 2

---


million and is growing daily. In the schools of Gaza in September 2014, after two months of the bombing by Israel, collective therapy for students rather than lessons marked the delayed start of the school year (Weibel, 2014).

Wars prevent development, and the destruction of infrastructure can turn developed countries into developing ones (Zolnikov, 2013). Infrastructural problems make coping with diseases and natural disasters difficult, and corruption and organised crime obstruct efforts to solve infrastructural problems. In the case of Haiti, the recovery from the 2010 earthquake and the cholera epidemic that followed was complicated by political instability, the irresponsibility of international organisations (Pilkington, 2016) and the poor coordination of numerous charitable organisations and initiatives (Knox, 2015). It is estimated that about half of Haitian children will never enter a classroom. Schools in developing countries often have no electricity, drinkable water and basic sanitary conditions. Those schools that have some kind of electricity might not also have internet access. And even when they have internet access they lack qualified ICT teachers (Cave, 2013)(Mungai, 2011). Already lacking adequate resources and the necessary support, teachers in these countries are forced to work with a large number of students, which significantly limits their capacity for innovation in educational programmes. Overlooking these limitations may result in the alienation of teachers and the collapse of an already fragile educational system.

In such extreme circumstances, questions of innovation in education, in the form of modern methods and technologies and, in accordance with that, the appropriate training of teachers, seem absurd. However, there are schools

at which computers arrive before there is a regular power supply: examples of this are the solar classrooms in Uganda\textsuperscript{15} and the digital villages in South Africa (Cave, 2013). These are donor projects, but, given that infrastructural development in these countries largely depends on donations, the order of priorities is certainly confusing. Charities and non-governmental organisations implementing these projects, with the support of major corporations such as Intel and Microsoft, state that their goals are “lifting Africa out of the poverty trap by equipping the next generation to work in a global environment”\textsuperscript{16}, but also “encouraging and supporting the formation of Information Communication Technology businesses”\textsuperscript{17}.

Many children in developing countries are forced to help their parents feed their families, either by doing jobs that endanger their health or by helping with the housework and the upbringing of the younger children while their parents work\textsuperscript{18}. To these children, even free education remains inaccessible. In developing countries, large ICT companies are simultaneously exploiting child labour (Russell, 2016) and sponsoring OER, by means of which they promote themselves\textsuperscript{19}.

By using cheap labour, the ICT industry, like any other, achieves higher profits and lower costs of products and services, so the strong interest in training new generations of ICT workers in developing countries should not be at all surprising. The minimum wage in China is currently about nine times lower than the legally prescribed minimum in the US\textsuperscript{20}, in India


\textsuperscript{17} Maendeleo Foundation. “About us”. Accessed 23 May 2016, \url{http://maendeleofoundation.org/our-story/}


\textsuperscript{19} OER Africa. “Who we are”. Accessed 20 August 2016, \url{http://www.oerafrica.org/about-us/who-we-are}


20 times lower, and in Uganda 725 times. The way the ICT giants conduct their business in China and India well illustrates the possible path of development for countries that seek their chance for development in this sector (Chakrabortty, 2013) (Garside and Arthur, 2013).

5 Conclusion

OER are promoted as being especially useful for those who want to learn but are unable to engage in traditional models of learning. To such potential users they offer emancipation and the liberation from oppression and poor living conditions (Knox, 2013, 7), despite the fact that the extremely poor living conditions and oppression around the world are often caused by the sponsors of the institutions that create OER (Washburn, 2010, 5) (Palomino, 2013) (McClenaghan, 2015) (Burgis, 2015).

Unequal education is the result, not the cause, of the basic economic inequality. The claim that education offers a way out of poverty is omnipresent both in the promotion of OER and in the more comprehensive international campaigns and appeals. To the poorest, however, it offers only a hope in utter hopelessness. A boy in Haiti explains his school attendance this way: “Mum and Dad send me to school to learn so when I grow up I am able to live a good life and have a nice car, like everyone else”, while his teacher stresses: “Without school there is no life. If you become president, it’s because you went to school”.

---


Education systems that lack financial resources cannot be helped by the additional funding of the best-funded educational systems. Materials for teaching and learning are only part of the complex process of education, and their availability only partially contributes to the accessibility of education. Any contribution to increasing access to education deserves proportionate praise and support, but campaigns, appeals and propaganda material calling for the support of OER equate accessibility with applicability, thus creating a wrong idea about the potential contribution of OER to improving global education (Bates, 2011)(Crissinger, 2015). OER do not offer but presume adequate solutions for understaffing, infrastructural and other problems of educational systems, in both developed and developing countries, and consequently direct attention away from these problems rather than towards their solution. The bigger the problems a country faces, the bigger the damage it suffers.
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